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To all whom it may concern: Section 5. A presser-bar 8 is disposed with 
Beit known that I, JAMES W. LAUGALLN, in the metal tube; normally rests against the a citizen of the United States, residing at 

Detroit, in the county of Wayne and State 
of Michigan, have invented certain new apd 
useful Improvements in Fountain-Pens; and 
full, clear, and exact description of the in 
vention, such as will enable others skilled 
in the art to which it appertains to make 
and use the same. - 
This invention relates to improvements in 

fountain pens, and particularly to that class 
in whiei inclosed compressible filling res 
ervoirs are employed-one object of the in 
vention being to provide simple and efficient 
means for preventing the complete with 
drawal o the shell section of the holder 
from the tube which incloses the compressi 
ble reservoir when said shell section is re 
moved to permit access to the compressible 
filling reservoir. 
A further object is to provide means to 

prevent leakage when the cap is in place 
when the pen is not in use. 

- With these objects in view the invention 
consists in certain novel features of construc 

described and pointed out in the claims. In the accompanying drawings, Figure i. 
is an enlarged sectional view of a fountain pen embodying my improvements, Fig. 2 
is an elevation, partly insection, taken at right angles to Fig. 1, and Fig. 3 is a view 
similar to Fig. 2 with the movable shell sec 
tion distended. 

1 represents a metallic tube provided in 
termediate of its ends with an opening 2 
and forwardly of this opening, a hard rub 
ber shell section 3 is secured to the metal 
tube-the rear end of said shell section ter 
ward end of the opening 2 so that when a 
movable shell section 4 on said metal tube, 
is moved so as to abut against the rear end 
of the shell section 3, it will completely cover 
the opening 2 and slightly overlap the up 
per end of the latter. The forward shell 
section 3 carries a pen section 5 in which a 
suitable pen point and feed-bar are located. 
A collapsible reservoir 6 (preferably of soft 
rubber) is inclosed within the metal tube 
1 and the forward end of this collapsible 
reservoir is attached to a nipple 7 on the pen 

collapsible reservoir, and extends 

reservoir. The forward portion of the 
presser-bar is connected with the metal tube 
by means of a link 18 pivotally attached at 
With this construction, when the presser 
bar is pressed by the operator, the reservoir 
will be deflated from the upper toward the 
lower or pen end of i reservoir and 
said presser-bar will also have a slight for 
ward movement. In order to induce the op 
eratos to press forwardly as well as ia 
Wardly or downwardly against the presser 
bar in the act of deflating the reservoir, 
said presser-bar is provided with a slight 
protuberance 9 to be engaged by the thumb 
or finger of the operator. 

It is desirable to present the complete re 
moval of the shell section 4 from the metal 
tube 1, when said shell section is moved to expose the finger opening 2 of said metal 
tube. To accomplish this result, features 
of construction which will now be explained are employed. 
A cap 10 is secured to the rear end of the 

metal tube in any suitable manner and the 
peripheral edge of this cap projects slightly 
beyond the peripheral face of the metal tube. 
The internal diameter of the movable shell 
section 4 is slightly greater at its upper 
portion than at its forward portion for the 
accommodation of the projecting peripheral 
edge of the cap 0. By thus constructing 
the interior of the movable shell section 4 
an annular shoulder 12 is formed within the 
forward portion of said shell section to be 
engaged by the projecting peripheral edge 
of the cap 10 when said shell section is 
moved on the metal tube 1 to expose the fin 
ger opening in the latter. In this manner 
an effectual stop is formed to limit the move 
ment of the shell section 4 and prevent its 
removal from the tube 1. The cap 10 is 
rovided with an elongated slot 13 through 

which the upper end of the presser-bar 
passes and in which said presser-bar is 
guided. In assembling the movable shell 

shall have been assembled, the open end of 

past the 
opening 2 in the metal tube so that access. 
may be had to said bar for compressing the 

its respective ends to said bar asad tube. 

section 4 on the tube 1, one end of said shell, 
section may be left open and after the parts 
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with exter: 

- 'y (32: said shell section will be ser:32:3:2y:3zd 
by ; Sirai disk 14 which may a visis: 
The for yay 

ii) a cap ; 
ociated vyi 
position that, 
screwed onto 
flexible gasike -a or it. -- gage the 

section 5 and effect:a::y 
leakage and vaporation, 

i 

flaving fully described Ryingenior what, 
i cairn as Bew and desire 3 secure is 
ters-Pateyat, is- - 

i. In a fountain pet, the corabinatio: 
with a neia it behaving s, finger opening, 

fixed shelli section or said tile, 3, per 

Set 

9 

Section, and a collapsible reservoir within 
Said metal tube, of a ca; or, one 2d of 
said fileia uk 
cap fortning a shoulde; o; he tie, & triot". 
able shei section of said £ite, a portign of 
said loyable she section haying regieri 
ternal dial nefer ha: the regairing go 
whereby a sincider is formed in said incy 
able shell Section to engage he giguide: 

the forward edge 3i said 
ing witnesses. 

b: Said. 23 p. 2nd piegel, the retnova 
... ... 4 

:ais availe she i3action fron the incial 

E. iii. 2, fountain pen, the combination {i : \eta tube iraving a finger opening, 
a. Shedi section fixed to the metai tube, a 
pen section on said shell section, and a coi lapsible reservoir within the metal tube, of : 

cap or one end of said metal tube and 
rovided with 2n alongated slot, a presser 

vg bai withi: said tube aid guided at its apper 
end by the eioiagaied slot in the cap on the 
4 beg link connecting the forward portion 
of said presser-bar with the tube, and a slid 
ing shell section mounted on the tube and 
provided interiorly with a shoulder to en 
gage the cap on the metal tube and prevent 
removal of Said sliding shell section from 
the iatter. 

in estimoy whereof, I have signed this 
specificat o o 

io: in the presence of two subscrib 
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